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Muddskip’s Revolutionary Drywall Additive….the NextGen Wall 
Coating developed to transform the way walls are finished is 
launching at the International Builder’s Show in Las Vegas February 
27-29th.  Drywall mud manufacturers have been trying to figure out 
how to reduce labor time, sanding mess while improving the 
hardness of the finish without any shrinking, bubbles or flashing 
issues, Muddskip’s Trademarked, Patent Pending proprietary 
formula is the answer!  Revolutionizing the drywall industry.  
Muddskip can be added to any existing drywall setting compound 
whether dry mix or premixed joint compound, the result is a drywall 
mud that can be used to tape and bed seams, float the walls and 
finish all in the same day with no bonder and no sanding between 
coats.  This mud can be applied to raw Drywall board as well as 
many other substrates with no bonder. The purpose of Muddskip’s 
drywall additive is to reduce labor time by more than 50% thru 
ease of application, (as easy as rolling on wall or trowelling), the 
ability to apply multiple wet on wet coats in same day and no 
sanding between coats as you would typically have to do with 
traditional drywall joint and setting compounds is a game changer 
in the industry.  Less windshield time, no more bubbles, less time 
on wall resulting in a harder stronger finish. 


The use of Muddskip’s additive transforms traditional drywall 
products into a NextGen wall finish by making the mud more 
pliable, easier to apply as easy as using a paint roller, blade or 
trowel to apply.  The setup time is still consistent with regular 
compounds the difference is you can apply additional coats when 
dry to touch, (you don’t have to wait for it to dry completely) 
layering coats as needed to obtain desired finish in same day.  
Traditional drywall compounds without the additive would require 
drying overnight,  sanding smooth, then applying another coat, 
repeating this process until desired finish is obtained.  The fact 
there is no need for sanding and you are able to achieve desired 
finish in a fraction of the time reduces labor time and cost 
dramatically.  Additionally the finish is harder with no shrinkage, we 
recommend for new drywall applications you use the Muddskip 
Heavy Duty for tape and bedding seams then base coat to desired 
texture, all 3 steps complete with ONE PRODUCT in a fraction of 
the time.  Should you desire a smooth finish up to level 5 by 
industry standards we recommend using Muddskip’s 3 in 1 
Smooth Finish additive into the drywall joint compound and wet 
trowel smooth. (Skilled finishers can acheive this with the Heavy 
Duty formula)


By reducing time on job over several days, reducing labor, using 
less product overall (no sanding) dramatically increases profits for 
contractor, reduces the mess for homeowners with no sanding 
required while providing a stronger wall finish for long term wear.  
Muddskip is undergoing fire testing as well to support the added 
fire retardancy qualities the formula supports.   See applications 
and fire test at our YouTube Channel: 

https://www.youtube.com/@muddskip5196

          REVOLUTIONARY!

https://www.youtube.com/@muddskip5196

